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Abstract 
In the present study, numerical and experimental wear investigations on reverse total shoulder 
arthroplasties (RTSAs) were combined in order to estimate specific wear coefficients, currently not 
available in the literature. A wear model previously developed by the authors for metal-on-plastic hip 
implants was adapted to RTSAs and applied in a double direction: firstly, to evaluate specific wear 
coefficients for RTSAs from experimental results and secondly, to predict wear distribution. In both cases, 
the Archard wear law (AR) and the wear law of UHMWPE (PE) were considered, assuming four different k 
functions. The results indicated that both the wear laws predict higher wear coefficients for RTSA with 
respect to hip implants, particularly the AR law, with k values higher than twofold the hip ones. Such 
differences can significantly affect predictive wear model results for RTSA, when non-specific wear 
coefficients are used. Moreover, the wear maps simulated with the two laws are markedly different, 
although providing the same wear volume. A higher wear depth (+51%) is obtained with the AR law, 
located at the dome of the cup, while with the PE law the most worn region is close to the edge. Taking 
advantage of the linear trend of experimental volume losses, the wear coefficients obtained with the AR law 
should be valid despite having neglected the geometry update in the model. 
Keywords: reverse total shoulder arthroplasty, wear law, wear coefficient, cross-shear, wear modelling, 
in vitro wear tests.  
1 Introduction  
Reverse total shoulder arthroplasty (RTSA) is considered the gold standard to treat rotator cuff tear 
arthropathy (Fig.1.a). It is also used to revise failed anatomical total shoulder arthroplasties (ATSAs) and to 
treat proximal humeral tumours and fractures. RTSA is performed by replacing the humeral head and the 
glenoid cavity with a plastic cup in ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) and a metallic 
head respectively (Fig.1.b), in a geometrical reversed configuration with respect to the anatomical one. First 
introduced in the 1970s, RTSA has become popular only recently, thanks to the modern Grammont design 
(Boileau et al., 2005) and its FDA approval in 2003. The Grammont design is characterized by a large 
glenoid head, without neck, and a humeral cup with an almost vertical axis that allows, respectively, i) a 
medialization of the centre of rotation, which helps to minimize the torque at the glenoid component-bone 
interface and to recruit more deltoid fibers, ii) a lowered position of the humerus with respect to the 
acromion, which restores and increases the deltoid tension. As a consequence, the modern reverse design 
results in iii) a wider range of motion (up to 90° of abduction) and a more stable implant.  
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Although clinical outcomes are encouraging, the rate of complications and revisions is high, probably 
because the reverse design significantly alters the biomechanics of the natural shoulder joint. According to 
the literature, the most common complication is the inferior-posterior scapular notching, with an incidence 
of 0% to 100%, whilst the main cause of revision is glenoid loosening with an incidence up to 10% (Boileau 
et al., 2005; Farshad and Gerber, 2010; Nam et al., 2010; Wiater et al., 2014). It is widely recognised that 
notching is seen in explanted reverse shoulder implants (Nam et al., 2010; Nyffeler et al., 2004; Kohut et al., 
2012) and that such notching can be a cause of substantial amounts of polyethylene wear debris. Further, 
this mechanical impingement puts the fixation at greater risk due to removal of supporting bone under the 
glenoid component. However it has been suggested that scapular notching may be made worse by wear 
debris from the articulating surfaces (Vaupel et al., 2012). It is also recognised that notching may be 
reduced by modifications to implant designs (Chou et al., 2009; Kohut et al., 2012) and optimal positioning 
of components. Therefore it is important to understand and determine the wear due to 'normal' 
articulation in reverse shoulder prostheses so that a baseline can be established (Smith et al., 2015). 
In comparison to hip and knee implants, wear in shoulder prostheses has not been thoroughly 
investigated. Indeed, no wear test standards exist and there are very few shoulder simulators. Likely this is 
due to the extreme complexity of the shoulder joint and to the wide variety of daily shoulder movements. 
Consequently, only a few experimental investigations on wear of RTSA can be found in the literature (Kohut 
et al., 2012; Peers et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2013), which simulate different (and hardly comparable) 
working conditions. For instance, loading and motion profiles tested in (Kohut et al., 2012) are adapted 
from ISO 14242 for hip implants , whilst (Peers et al., 2015; Vaupel et al., 2012) simulate alternating cycles 
of flexion and abduction. 
Numerical wear investigations on RTSA are restricted to a few studies (Quental et al., 2015; Ribeiro et 
al., 2011; Terrier et al., 2009), which are mainly focused on the comparison between anatomical and 
reverse solutions and often simplified in terms of simulated conditions (e.g. unloaded abduction-adduction) 
and wear law (e.g. Archard law with a constant wear coefficient) (Ribeiro et al., 2011; Terrier et al., 2009). 
Indeed, only in (Quental et al., 2015) the fundamental cross-shearing effect of the UHMWPE wear is 
considered assuming the new formulation of the wear law for UHMWPE recently proposed by Liu et al.(Liu 
et al., 2011). Actually, the main limit of all such wear models lies in the values/expressions assumed for the 
wear coefficient k, since they were originally estimated for hip (Maxian et al., 1997; Saikko, 2006) and knee 
(Abdelgaied et al., 2011) implants. In fact, as is well known, the wear coefficient does not depend only on 
the material coupling but is also notably affected by the implant geometry, the loading/kinematic 
conditions and the lubrication regime. Consequently, k should be considered as a very specific quantity, 
which can be estimated by means of experimental and numerical wear simulations reproducing the 
effective working conditions (Di Puccio and Mattei, 2015a). Therefore, the use in wear modelling of RTSA of 
a value for k derived for hip/knee implants can compromise the reliability of wear simulations. On the 
other hand, to the best of authors’ knowledge, wear coefficients of RTSA components are not available in 
the literature.  
The main purpose of the present study is to evaluate reliable wear coefficients for RTSAs by means of 
numerical and experimental investigations, which are useful to characterize and compare RTSA designs, 
and as input data for numerical wear simulations. An experimental wear test on 42 mm diameter RTSA 
samples was carried out using a recently developed multi-station shoulder wear simulator (Smith et al., 
2013). The test was then numerically simulated using an analytical wear model presented in (Mattei et al., 
2013) and here adapted to shoulder implants. In particular, two wear laws were simulated.  These were the 
Archard law and one for the wear of UHMWPE. In each case different expressions of the wear factor k were 
considered, also including the cross-shear effect. The comparison of experimental and numerical wear 
volumes allowed several wear coefficients for the examined RTSA to be estimated, which is innovative with 
respect to the literature. 
2 Materials and Methods 
2.1 Experimental wear investigation 
A 2 million cycle wear test was performed with JRI Orthopaedics Reverse VAIOS shoulder prostheses 
(Smith et al., 2013) using a recently developed multi-station shoulder wear simulator, presented in (Smith 
et al., 2015). The test group consisted in five shoulder prostheses each with a 42.1 mm diameter UHMWPE 
cup and an average diametrical clearance of 0.14 mm. Figure 2 shows some of these components with the 
metallic glenosphere shown on the far right of the image and the UHMWPE humeral component on its 
immediate left.  Also indicated is where the UHMWPE component fits inside its test bath. An additional 
sixth prosthesis was subjected to dynamic loading, but no motion, in the ‘control’ station thus allowing the 
influence of lubricant uptake by the UHMWPE components to be taken into account. 
Figure 3 shows an overview of the simulator. The test baths have been removed for clarity, but to the left 
the bronze coloured test bath mounting can be seen. Also visible are two of the pneumatic cylinders that 
provided two of the motions to test components. Indeed, the simulator can apply two orthogonal rotations 
to the unloaded components. They correspond to the flexion-extension (FE) and the abduction-adduction 
(AA) rotations, applied in the sequence FE->AA, whose axis mechanisms are visible in Fig.3, coloured in red 
and blue, respectively. A third rotation, corresponding to the inward-outward (IO) rotation, is applied to 
the loaded component. In particular, the load is applied along the axis of the IO rotation, i.e. in vertical 
direction. In Fig.3, the bronze coloured components form part of IO axis. In the present test, as summarized 
in Fig.4a, FE and AA rotations were applied to the head (glenosphere), whilst the IO rotation and the load 
were applied to the cup. 
Testing ran to two million cycles under loading and motion conditions applicable to a person lifting a 
cup to their mouth or ‘mug to mouth’ as the activity of daily living was called. Motion and loading are shown 
in Figs.4b and 4c, respectively (Kontaxis, 2010). During a cycle of period T of 1 s, the load ranged between 
180 N and 250 N, while FE, AA and IO angles respectively between -12°16°, 5°18° and -42°17°.   
Testing took place in a lubricant of dilute (50%) newborn calf serum (Sigma Aldrich n4637), giving an 
average protein content of 26 g/l, at ambient temperature.  
Gravimetric measurements (Denver Instruments TB-215D, sensitivity 10µg) at intervals over the 
course of testing were used to determine the polymeric wear. The cleaning and weighting procedures 
employed were based on ISO 14242-2 for testing hip prostheses, in the absence of a similar ISO protocol for 
shoulder prostheses. Weight change was then converted to a volume using a density for the not cross-
linked UHMWPE of 938 kg/m3. 
2.2 Numerical wear model 
The analytical wear model for metal-on-plastic hip replacements presented in (Mattei et al., 2013) was 
modified and adapted to total shoulder arthroplasty (TSA), for both anatomical (ATSA) and reverse 
configurations. Indeed, shoulder implants have the same ball-in-socket geometry and bearing materials 
used in hip prostheses. The characteristics of the new model are briefly described in the following, mainly 
focusing on the innovative aspects. The latter allowed obtaining a more versatile simulation tool capable of 
dealing with the kinematics and contact aspects of ball-in-socket implants with different conformity.  
First of all, in the case of low conformal coupling such as the ATSAs (radial mismatch up to 10 mm), the 
head and cup centres cannot be considered coincident as assumed for hip implants in (Mattei et al., 2013), 
but their relative motion must be taken in account. Secondly, whilst in (Mattei et al., 2013), a finite element 
approach was used for contact analysis, here, a purely analytical formulation is proposed, based on Bartel’s 
formulas (Bartel et al., 1985). Such formulas, reported in the Appendix, have been preliminarily validated 
with respect to finite element solutions (the difference was lower than 2%). 
2.2.1 Model assumptions 
The proposed model is based on some basic assumptions that allowed the implementation to be 
simplified and the computational costs reduced. In particular: 
1. The geometry variation due to wear does not affect the contact mechanics.  
2. The (metallic) head wear is negligible with respect to the wear of the plastic cup. 
3. The effect of friction (usually lower than 0.065 (Brockett et al., 2007)) on contact pressure is 
negligible, as proved in (Liu et al., 2003). 
4. The elastic deformation is negligible in kinematic analysis, i.e. in the evaluation of the coordinates 
and sliding velocity of a surface cup point. 
5. The creep effects are negligible. 
It is worth observing that the first hypothesis entails that wear predictions hold only for the initial phase of 
the wear process, when the effect of the geometry update is negligible (Kohut et al., 2012; Peers et al., 2015; 
Smith et al., 2013; Vaupel et al., 2012). However, as wear progresses, the geometry update is necessary, as 
shown in (Quental et al., 2015).   
Further hypotheses are needed for the contact analysis, according to Bartel et al. (Bartel et al., 1985) 
(see Appendix A). 
2.2.2 Wear laws  
According to the literature, the wear laws currently used for describing UHMWPE-metal wear are two: 
the traditional Archard’s wear law and a recent one specifically proposed for UHMWPE-metal couples in 
(Liu et al., 2011). Both wear laws were considered in the present study, referred to as AR and PE law, 
respectively. In particular, the PE law allows some important experimental observations on UHMWPE-
metal wear to be taken into account, i.e. that the UHMWPE asperities deform elastically and not plastically 
(Wang, 2003). In fact, this observation invalidates the hypothesis of a linear relation between the load and 
the nominal contact area at the basis of the AR law. 
Traditionally, the AR and PE wear laws are presented in the following form  
sLkV NAR  (1) 
sAkV PE  (2) 
where V is the wear volume, k is the wear coefficient, LN the resultant normal load, s the sliding distance 
and A the nominal contact area. Equations (1) and (2) highlight the main difference between the two wear 
laws since in the PE law the dependence to the loading conditions is given through the contact area instead 
of the normal load. Consequently, the wear coefficients are conceptually different as, kAR is a volume per 
work unit whilst kPE is a dimensionless quantity. 
For complex systems, with contact conditions varying in space and time, the wear laws need to be 
considered in a local instantaneous form, thus describing the linear wear rate  ̇ of a surface point P at a 
generic instant t 
),()()(),( ARAR tPP,tpP,tktPh v

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  (4) 
where p(P,t) is the contact pressure and v(P,t) is the sliding velocity. This form draws attention to some 
crucial points. First of all,  ̇   does not depend explicitly on the contact pressure, contrary to  ̇  . Secondly, 
the wear coefficient is not a constant, as considered in many studies (e.g. (Hopkins et al., 2007; Ribeiro et 
al., 2011)), but, in general, is a function of P and t.  
As far as the dependency on time is concerned, the most frequent assumption is the distinction 
between the initial running-in and the successive steady-state phase. As in this study only the initial wear 
step is simulated, the dependency on time is not considered, i.e. k(P) instead of k(P,t).  
On the other side, several functions of k(P) can be found in the literature specific to UHMWPE, which 
relate the wear coefficient (AR/PE) to some point dependent feature of the contact surface. Indeed, 
experimental findings have reported the anisotropic nature of UHMWPE wear, which is affected by 
multidirectional sliding (Turell et al., 2003; Wang et al., 1997). In particular, the so called cross-shear effect 
is observed: the polymeric chains assume a principal molecular orientation (PMO) so that the wear 
resistance increases in the PMO direction and decreases in the cross-shear direction, which is normal to the 
PMO. In the literature, many different methods have been proposed to quantify the cross-shear, as 
discussed in (Patten et al., 2014). They are based on the definition of a cross-shear parameter CS which is 
affected by the local operating conditions and thus varying over the plastic surface, i.e. CS(P). In particular, 
this parameter directly affects the wear factor, resulting in k(CS)= k (CS(P))⟶k(P).  It is worth noting that 
the higher the CS, the lower the k.  
In the present study, the parameter proposed in the first kAR(CS) model presented by (Turell et al., 
2003; Wang, 2001) was adopted, which was applied in many numerical wear models of joint prostheses 
(Kang et al., 2008a; Kang et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2011; Quental et al., 2015). Such a parameter CS, also named 
cross-shear ratio, is defined as the ratio between the total frictional work done perpendicularly to the PMO 
direction and the total frictional work, both considered over a loading cycle with period T. Actually, 
according to a previous study by the authors (Mattei et al., 2013), the following simplified definition of CS, 
dependent only on the kinematic conditions, was conveniently adopted, which allows the computational 
cost to be reduced without altering wear indicators:  

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where        is the angle between the sliding velocity and the PMO direction. It is worth noting that the 
PMO direction is not known a priori and its evaluation requires solving a minimum problem, as it is defined 
as the direction which minimizes locally the CS. According to Eq.(5), the CS falls in the range 00.5, being 0 
in case of unidirectional sliding and 0.5 for circular/squared tracks.  
An additional observation on the effect of contact pressure on wear is worth noting. In fact, in some 
cases k is considered also to depend on contact pressure and, rather counterintuitively, the higher p, the 
lower k, as reported by different experimental studies found in the literature (Barbour et al., 1995; Saikko, 
2006; Wang et al., 2001). Furthermore, some papers on joint replacements have investigated the coupled 
influence of the cross-shear and contact pressure on k proposing functions like kAR(CS,  ̅) with 
kAR(CS(P),  ̅(P)), where   ̅    is the averaged value of p(P,t) over a loading cycle (e.g. (Kang et al., 2009)).  
Summing up, according to the Archard wear law three different definitions of kAR were considered in 
the present wear simulations: a constant value KAR, kAR(CS) from (Wang 2001) and kAR(CS,  ̅) from (Kang et 
al., 2009)).  
As far as the PE law is concerned, only one type of k is proposed in the literature (Liu et al., 2011) and 
thus assumed here. Such a wear coefficient depends only on the cross-shear, i.e. kPE(CS), since, according to 
the PE law (Eqs.(2) and (4)), the contact pressure does not affect the wear rate. In particular, Liu et al. 
evaluated the wear coefficient as  
ppCSkCSk ),()( ARPE   (6) 
stating that the product on the right side is independent of contact pressure. However, this result is still 
debated in the literature (Mattei et al., 2013). 
2.2.3 Model implementation 
The analytical and parametric wear model was implemented in Mathcad®. It has a double function as it 
can be used both for estimating the wear coefficient k, when experimental measurements are available, and 
for wear predictions, when k is known. The model was developed for a left RTSA and consisted in a humeral 
spherical head coupled with a hemispherical glenoid liner or cup (Fig.5-a), the latter fixed into a metal 
backing. The cup position in the humeral bone was defined by the anteversion and inclination angles, α and 
β, respectively. Three coordinate systems were introduced, as shown in Fig.5: Sg={Og, xg, yg, zg}  fixed global 
(xg: posterior-anterior direction, yg: medial-lateral direction, zg: inferior-superior direction), Sc={Oc, xc, yc, zc} 
fixed on the cup (rotated with respect to Sg according to α and β, and with zc passing through the cup dome) 
and Sh={Oh, xh, yh, zh}fixed on the head. In the reference configuration, without loading and with head/cup 
null rotations, Sc and Sh are overlapped and Og≡Oh≡Oc. 
Once the wear law to simulate was defined (i.e. AR or PE law), the data passed as input to the model 
were: 
 Implant geometry: head radius rh, cup radius rc (i.e. radius of cup internal surface) and cup 
thickness tc, from which radial clearance cl= rc - rh and backing radius rb = rc - rh 
 Cup position: anteversion angle α; inclination angle β 
 Material properties: elastic modulus Ec and Poisson coefficient vc of the cup; irradiation grade of 
UHMWPE. 
 Working conditions: load components and head/cup rotations (angles and rotations sequence) 
described in Sg and simulating a daily task of period T. 
 Wear coefficient/experimental wear volume 
 Number of cycles: Nc 
 
For the present application the following values were assumed:  
- rc= 21.1 mm, cl=0.2 mm; tc=7 mm, 
- α =β=0°; 
- not cross-linked UHMWPE (0 MRad), Ec =0.5 GPa, vc=0.4; 
- loading and kinematics conditions used in wear tests (Fig.4)(Kontaxis, 2010); 
- wear volume from wear test (see Sec.3.1.): 26.6 mm3 
- Nc = 2 Mc 
The model performed the following analyses. 
Contact analysis. Firstly, the theoretical contact point on the cup surface was identified by the load vector, 
which passes through the head and cup centres. Secondly, the contact pressure and area were evaluated 
according to Bartel’s approximated formulas reported in the Appendix A. 
Sliding velocity analysis. As underlined in the model hypotheses, only the plastic cup surface is subjected to 
wear, thus the required sliding velocity in Eqs.(3)-(5) is a component of the relative velocity of a point Pc of 
the cup surface with respect to the head. This component was evaluated starting from the expressions of 
the absolute velocity of a generic cup point Pc/h  of the cup/head surface, as described in the Appendix B. 
PMO analysis. The PMO direction was evaluated solving an optimization problem, as mentioned above 
(Eq.(5)). 
Wear predictions. The wear depth (or linear wear) in Pc at a given number of wear cycles Nc was estimated 
by integrating the linear wear rate of Eqs.(3) and (4) over the cycle period T 

T
dttPhNPh
0
ccc ),()(
  (7) 
so to obtain the wear map of the plastic cup. The volumetric wear V was then calculated by integrating the 
wear depth over the contact area A.  

A
dAPhV )( c  (8) 
2.3 Wear coefficient evaluation  
The wear coefficient is a crucial and critical issue in wear predictive modelling, as it affects the model 
reliability but, at the same time, is hard to estimate. In fact, it depends strictly on all the tribological 
conditions of a coupling, from geometry to materials, load and kinematics, lubrication and so on. Therefore, 
although frequently found in the literature, the use in RTSA wear modelling of k values obtained for other 
UHMWPE–metal couples like pin-on-disc or hip/knee replacements, should be treated with caution.  
In the present study, the described analytical model is also used for evaluating the wear coefficients for 
a given tribo-system. Such an approach is based on the combination of numerical and experimental wear 
investigations and takes advantage of the wear coefficient trends available in the literature.  
Traditionally, assuming the Archard law and uniform wear, the following expression is used to 
calculate the constant wear coefficient KAR:  
VVK
~exp
AR   (9) 
where     is the experimental wear volume and  ̃ the numerical one scaled by the wear coefficient, i.e. the 
wear volume predicted assuming a unitary wear coefficient.  
Unfortunately, when k varies in space and time, Eq.(9) must be revised. The approach followed in this study 
is based on the fundamental hypothesis that the wear coefficients to be evaluated have trends of k vs. CS 
and k vs.  ̅ similar to those ones reported in the literature for UHMWPE–metal couplings and here denoted 
as  ̂. Consequently, the following relation holds 
),(ˆ),( ˆ tPktPk k , kk
ˆ  (10) 
where   is an unknown proportionality constant to be determined that depends on both the wear law 
(AR/PE) and the selected k function, i.e. 1) KAR, 2) kAR(CS), 3) kAR(CS,  ̅) 4) kPE(CS). 
2.3.1 Literature trends 
For the Archard constant wear coefficient, reference was made to (Maxian et al., 1997) where 
 ̂   1.53×10-6 mm3/(N m). Such a value was estimated by means of experimental and numerical 
investigations on metal-on-plastic 22 mm diameter hip replacements. In particular, the cups were in 
GUR415 UHMWPE and were gamma sterilized in ambient air to nominally 2.5 MRad, and the heads were 
stainless-steel. It should be noted that such  ̂   was also used in wear simulations of shoulder 
replacements, both reverse (Quental et al., 2015; Ribeiro et al., 2011) and anatomical, e.g. (Hopkins et al., 
2007).   
Concerning  ̂       the following function in mm3/(N m) was adopted: 

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readapted from (Kang et al., 2008a). Indeed, the second equation in (11) provides a threshold value for k, 
avoiding negative or indefinite values of k for CS<0.008. In particular, Eq.(11) was obtained processing 
multidirectional pin-on-plate wear tests of not cross-linked (0 MRad) UHMWPE (GUR 1050) pin against Co-
Cr plate, under a contact pressure of 1 MPa. Such an expression of k was used in the same study to 
numerically simulate a wear test on 28 mm total hip arthroplasty in a hip simulator but the predicted wear 
volume was 31% lower than the experimental (Galvin et al., 2006).   
The reference function for  ̂       ̅  was taken from (Kang et al., 2009) and here readapted for the 
cases CS<0.01, as similarly done for  ̂       in Eq.(11), i.e. 

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where the resultant value of k is in mm3/(N m) and  ̅ is in MPa. Such a function was based on data from 
multidirectional pin-on-plate wear tests of UHMWPE-CoCr couplings carried out at several contact 
pressures. The wear tests are described in different papers by the same research group (1 MPa (Kang et al., 
2008a); 3 MPa (Kang et al., 2008b); 6 MPa and 9 MPa (Kang et al., 2009)). Unfortunately, in (Kang et al., 
2009) the irradiation grade of UHMWPE (GUR 1050) is not indicated, though the results suggest the 
UHMWPE was not cross-linked (i.e. 0 MRad). This wear coefficient function was used to predict wear in hip 
replacements (Kang et al., 2009) and, as in (Kang et al., 2008a), numerical wear rates underestimated (64% 
for wear volumes) the corresponding experimental rates (Galvin et al., 2007).  
Finally, the following function presented in (Abdelgaied et al., 2011) was assumed for  ̂        
7454.6/16065
PE )103652.9105173.8()(
ˆ CSCSk    (13) 
It was derived from the multidirectional pin-on-plate wear tests mentioned above (Kang et al., 2008a; Kang 
et al., 2008b). In particular, wear data obtained at 1 MPa and 3 MPa for not-crosslinked UHMWPE were 
used to calculate  ̂       according to Eq.(6). The wear coefficient of Eq.(13), although applied in wear 
modelling of knee replacements (Abdelgaied et al., 2011), was preferred to that one used for total hip 
prostheses presented in (Liu et al., 2011). The main reasons for this are two: i) the lower load levels 
experienced by TSA with respect to total hip arthroplasty; indeed, in (Liu et al., 2011),  ̂       was 
computed considering only data at 3 MPa that is much higher than the average contact pressure in RTSAs 
(maximum value below 1 MPa for the simulated conditions); ii) agreement with the wear assumptions for 
RTSAs in (Quental et al., 2015), thus facilitating the comparison with the literature.  
2.3.2 Procedure  
The estimation of  , and thus of k according to (Eq.(10)), was pursued following four main steps:  
1) Experimental wear tests on a given coupling (specific materials and geometry), under given operating 
conditions, and evaluation of the experimental wear volume (    ) and maps (    ). 
2) Choice of the wear law/expression among one of the four k functions reported above. 
3) Numerical wear simulation of the experimental tests assuming       hence adopting the wear 
coefficient values/function taken from the literature   ̂ . Predicted wear volume and depth are 
denoted as ̂and  ̂, respectively. 
4) Finally, similarly to Eq.(13), the ratio between experimental and numerical wear volumes gives   
VV

/exp , (14) 
from which the wear coefficient can be easily obtained, Eq.(10). 
It can be observed that   represents a kind of corrective scale factor to be applied to  ̂ in order to 
obtain the proper wear coefficient   for the examined tribo-system. It can be noticed that such corrective 
factor scales linearly both volumes and linear depths, i.e.  
expVVV 

  (15) 
hh

  (16) 
As   is calculated in order to satisfy the equality of wear volumes (not h), having experimental wear maps 
(hexp), the following equation could be used to validate wear laws/expressions: 
exphhh 

  (17) 
Unfortunately, due mainly to technological limits/difficulties, experimental wear maps can be found 
only rarely and for simple geometries. However, their role should be stressed for future advances in wear 
predictions. 
3 Results 
3.1 Experimental wear investigations 
Over 2 Mc the average polymeric components wear rates were 13.3 ± 1.9 mm3/Mc. As shown in Fig.6, wear 
rates were linear, with volume lost increasing in proportion to the number of cycles.  To the nearest 0.1mg 
the control UHMWPE component was unchanged in weight at the end of the 2 Mc test.  This compared with 
a typical weight loss of around 25 mg for test components over the same duration.  
3.2 Contact and kinematic results 
The main results of the contact and kinematic analysis are summarized in Fig.7. Since the load 
direction was vertical and passing through the cup dome (i.e. fixed with respect to the cup), the contact area 
resulted always centered with respect to the cup surface (Fig.7a). Accordingly, the maximum contact 
pressure was located at the cup dome and varies with the load in the range 1.27-1.57 MPa. As far as the 
kinematic analysis is concerned, both the CS and the head/cup relative motion were analyzed. The map of 
the CS of the UHMWPE cup is shown in Fig.7b; it is null outside the contact region while it ranges between 
0.06 and 0.22 where contact occurs, with the minimum and maximum values located in diametrically 
opposed areas. For a deeper comprehension of the CS map, the slide tracks of some points of the cup with 
respect to the head are plotted over the head surface in Fig.7c, i.e. their trajectories are represented in Sh. 
The selected points Pi are indicated in Fig.7b, and P1 and P3 result affected by the highest and lowest CS 
values over the contact area, respectively. Accordingly, P1 has a quite curly curved trajectory whilst P3 a 
narrow and elongated trajectory, which correspond to a more multidirectional and unidirectional sliding 
motion, respectively. The trajectory of P4 is quite curved, similarly to that one of P1, but its CS value is lower. 
Such an effect is attributed to the magnitude of the sliding velocity, which is lower for P4. 
 
3.3 Wear coefficients for RTSAs 
One of the main results of the present study is the evaluation of specific wear coefficients for RTSAs, 
according to the AR and PE laws described above. It is worth stressing that, apart from KAR, all k functions 
vary from point to point, depending on CS and kAR(CS,  ̅) also on  ̅. Thus, in Fig.8, they obtained are plotted 
over the CS domain ([00.5]); for kAR(CS,  ̅) two curves are depicted in Fig.8.c, for two average contact 
pressure values, 1 MPa and 3 MPa, as an example. Note also that the wear coefficients kAR for the AR law are 
dimensional parameters (plotted on the same scale in Fig.8) whilst kPE for the PE law is dimensionless. 
However, according to Eq.(6), kPE(CS) can be compared to kAR(CS,  ̅      )x10-3. 
To ease the comprehension and the discussion, in Fig. 8 the obtained functions of k for RTSAs (in blue) 
are compared to the  ̂ taken from the literature (in red) and adopted in Eq.(10). The comparison clearly 
shows that the functions k and  ̂ have the same trend, since, according to Eq.(10), k corresponds to  ̂ scaled 
by  . It can be observed that k and  ̂ increase with the CS (Fig.8b-d) and decrease with the contact pressure 
(Fig.8c), as expected from the expressions in Eqs.(11-13). However, the values of the wear coefficient for 
RTSAs differ significantly from those given in the literature. The RTSA wear coefficients resulted higher 
than the ones for the hip/knee implants both for the AR and PE law, being     in all considered cases. 
However, the correction factor for the AR law resulted higher than for the PE law. In particular it was  
       for KAR,         for kAR(CS) and        for kAR(CS,  ̅) and        for kPE(CS).  
Moreover, the scale factor   is related to a measure of the error that affects wear predictions for RTSAs 
when assuming unspecific wear coefficients from the literature, i.e.  ̂  and Eqs.(11)-(13). In particular, it 
can be assessed that, for the considered case study, the percentage errors in wear predictions assuming  ̂ 
instead of k, would be -31%, -58%, -54% and -24% for KAR, kAR(CS), kAR(CS,  ̅) and kPE(CS), respectively. 
Such errors could affect RTSA wear studies in the literature: for instance,  ̂AR was assumed in (Quental et 
al., 2015; Ribeiro et al., 2011) and  ̂PE(CS) in (Quental et al., 2015).  
 
3.4 Wear predictions for RTSA with different wear laws 
The wear coefficients estimated for RTSAs were then used to numerically simulate the experimental 
wear test described in Sec.2.1 in order to investigate the influence of different wear laws/coefficients on 
linear wear predictions. It is worth stressing again that, although all the models estimated the same wear 
volume (equal to the experimental one), the wear distribution over the articulating surfaces depends on the 
adopted wear law.  
Firstly, the spatial variations of the estimated wear coefficients over the plastic surface were examined. 
Figures 9a-b show the maps of k(P) for all simulated cases, projected in the xc-yc plane (Fig.9c). The maps 
obtained assuming the AR law and the functions KAR, kAR(CS) and kAR(CS,  ̅) are plotted respectively in the 
first three columns of Fig.9. In particular, in Fig.9a the maps are portrayed on different scales, each one 
within its own minimum and maximum value, whilst, in Fig.9b, they are all reported on the same scale to 
ease their comparison. The map of kPE is shown on the right of Fig.9d, within its maximum and minimum 
value. It is worth noting that the definitions of kPE and kAR, as well as their dimensions, are different and 
thus cannot be directly compared.  
The map of KAR, though uniform by definition, is reported for comparative purposes (at the left of Figs.9a 
and b). The maps of the other k functions, i.e. with k(P), are more informative and reflect the trend of the CS 
(Fig.7b). Indeed, they  were characterized by a uniform value/color outside the contact region (i.e. where 
CS=0 and  ̅=0 MPa) and a spatially varying k within the contact region, with the maximum value located 
where the maximum CS occurred. In particular, the map of kAR(CS,  ̅) slightly differs from the ones of 
kAR(CS) and kPE(CS) because of lower values near the cup dome, due to the higher local average contact 
pressure. From a quantitative point of view, kAR(CS,  ̅) has a maximum value 16% higher than kAR(CS) 
(3.2×10-6 mm3/(Nm) vs 2.7×10-6 mm3/(Nm)), although their average values at the centre of the contact 
area are similar and about 2×10-6 mm3/(Nm) (see the central green areas in the wear maps portrayed on 
the same scale). It should be noted that the difference between the two k outside the contact area   
(1.87×10-6 mm3/(Nm) vs 0.26×10-6 mm3/(Nm), respectively) was due to the effect of  ̅ on kAR(CS,  ̅), since 
kAR(CS,  ̅   ) is higher than kAR(CS,  ̅   ). The value of KAR, corresponding to 2.22×10-6 mm3/(Nm), 
though lower than maximum kAR(CS) and kAR(CS,  ̅), was quite similar to their average value in the centre of 
the contact region). 
 
 
The wear maps predicted assuming the estimated wear coefficients are plotted (in the xc-yc plane) in 
Fig.10, both on different (Fig.10a) and equal value scales (Fig.10b). All wear maps showed a central worn 
area, as the load had a fixed direction with respect to the cup, passing through the cup dome.  
The wear maps according to the AR law (first three columns of Fig.10) were qualitatively very similar, with 
the maximum wear depth (hmax) located at the cup dome, i.e. where the contact pressure was maximum 
over all the loading cycle. Differently, the wear map evaluated according to the PE law (last column of 
Fig.10) presented the maximum wear depth at the inferior and lateral edges of the worn area.  
Also in quantitative terms, the results obtained assuming the AR laws were fairly similar to each other, 
but very different from those ones of the PE law. Indeed, the values of hmax estimated adopting KAR, kAR(CS), 
kAR(CS,  ̅) were 0.158 mm, 0.156 mm and 0.136 mm, respectively, thus with a maximum percentage 
difference of about 15%. On the other side hmax for kPE(CS) was much lower,  0.105 mm, with the most worn 
regions located at the edge of the contact area, as discussed above.  
The comparison of the wear maps depicted on the same value scale (Fig.10b) highlights well the 
different wear predictions obtained according to the two wear laws. In particular, lower and more uniform 
linear wear was predicted by the PE law with respect to the AR law. These results are in agreement with a 
previous study on hip implants proposed by the same authors (Mattei et al., 2013). 
3.5 Discussion 
One important limitation that affects this study derives from the numerical model, which neglects the 
geometry update due to wear evolution, addressed also in other studies (Mattei and Di Puccio, 2015). Such 
a hypothesis, although assumed in most wear models of shoulder implants (e.g. (Hopkins et al., 2007; 
Ribeiro et al., 2011; Terrier et al., 2009)) and holding during the initial phase of the wear process, can affect 
the reliability of long-term wear predictions (Quental et al., 2015). In particular, according to (Quental et al., 
2015), the effect of the geometry update on wear predictions depends on the wear law. For the AR law, 
specifically for KAR, the wear volume is independent of geometry variation according to (Quental et al., 
2015), being related to the frictional work done in a loading cycle (Di Puccio and Mattei, 2015b). This 
behaviour is in agreement with experimental data reported in Fig.6, showing a linear trend in volume 
losses. Thus, the obtained KAR wear coefficient can be considered reliable despite model limitations. On the 
contrary, in the case of the PE law, the wear volume is highly affected by the geometry update. However, it 
should be considered that the effect of the geometry update is comparable to that of the wear coefficient, 
so, as a first step towards a more reliable predictive tool, a reliable estimation and the use of couple-specific 
k are recommended as much as the geometry update.  
Another critical point can be seen in the loading conditions applied in the shoulder simulator, as it may 
initially appear that these are on the low side. However, researchers from other centres have shown 
comparable values of loading apply to reverse shoulders. For example, Kwon et al (Kwon et al., 2010) and 
Auckland et al (Ackland et al., 2011) have suggested reverse shoulder joint loads of 10-40% body weight, 
for an unloaded arm.  A computational study by Terrier et al offered similar results for an unloaded arm 
during abduction, suggesting loads from 110 N to 310 N (Terrier et al., 2008). In a recent cadaveric study, 
Langohr et al (Langohr et al., 2015) measured glenosphere loads of 250-340 N during abduction. Such loads 
are different to those reported for total shoulder arthroplasties, see for example Bergman et al (Bergmann 
et al., 2011). Perhaps this variance should not be surprising giving the very different biomechanical 
principles upon which reverse and total shoulders operate.  For example, the larger deltoid moment arm in 
reverse shoulder arthroplasty (Boileau et al., 2005). As another potential limitation, does ‘mug to mouth’ 
represent some unusual condition? Human experience would likely indicate this not to be the case, as 
drinking from cups and other containers is a common activity.  In addition it has been shown that such 
‘mug to mouth’ values of loading apply to other common activities of daily living including : reach to 
opposite axilla; brush opposite side of head; answer telephone; pour from kettle while standing; and lift 
tray (0.5kg) using both hands (Masjedi and Johnson, 2010). 
Finally, a the third limitation involves the actual validation of the model. Presented results describe 
different wear maps for RTSAs for the same wear volume, i.e. the experimental one (Eqs.(14) and (15)). 
Thus, in order to validate the wear law and the model, the linear wear should be considered. Unfortunately, 
as mentioned before, the measure of wear maps, particularly in highly conformal and low wear implants, is 
very difficult mainly because of technological limits. In particular, to the best knowledge of the authors’, 
experimental wear maps of RTSAs have never been reported in the literature, and rarely even for the more 
investigated hip implants (Di Puccio and Mattei, 2015b). For the same reasons, to date, the authors are not 
able to measure h though they are going to address this important issue in future studies. However, some 
observations of the cup surfaces were made, both by an optical and a scanning electron microscope. In 
Fig.11 SEM pictures of the new (left) and worn (right) surfaces are compared. Apparently no machining 
texture is recognizable in the new surface, while the worn images show evident wear tracks. In some cases, 
deep scratches were observed, possibly produced by wear debris entrapped between the articulating 
surfaces. Such a type of damage confirms the hypothesis of abrasive wear assumed in wear model 
formulation and, in particular, in the application of the Archard wear law. 
Observations at the optical microscope (Fig.12) revealed the initial texture of the surface, with 
circumferential ridges, which is still is visible in some points of the worn sample, although many scratches 
are clearly overlaid. Due to the curvatures of the surface, it was hard to find a suitable orientation and 
position for highlighting the wear damages over the sample surfaces, thus a definite assessment on wear 
distribution based on these observations would be unreliable. Alternative solution will be investigated.  
 
4 Conclusions 
In the present study numerical and experimental wear investigations on RTSAs were combined in 
order to estimate specific wear coefficients for RTSAs. Indeed, none of the few numerical studies on RTSAs 
available in the literature provide a comparison with wear tests and, especially, they all adopt wear 
coefficients originally estimated for hip and knee implants (Quental et al., 2015; Ribeiro et al., 2011; Terrier 
et al., 2009). A wear model previously developed by the authors for metal-on-plastic hip implants was 
adapted to RTSA cases and applied in a double direction: firstly to evaluate specific wear coefficients for 
RTSAs (Eqs.(18)) from experimental results, secondly to predict wear distribution. In both cases, the 
Archard wear law and the wear law of UHMWPE were considered, assuming four different k functions.  
Obtained results highlight the remarkable differences between the two wear laws, particularly for the 
wear distribution. In fact, given the same wear volume, the three versions of the Archard wear law indicate 
a worn region near the cup dome, with a maximum depth ranging from 0.136 to 0.158 mm. On the other 
side, according to the PE law, the most worn region is near the border, with a maximum value of 0.105 mm. 
These differences highlight the necessity of an experimental wear map (not only wear volume) to validate a 
wear law. Although technical limitations and difficulties are still limiting these measurements, it is 
important to stress this point as it is rarely considered in the literature for the evaluation of wear 
laws/wear coefficient functions available, typically estimated using only the wear volume.  
Finally, it is worth underlying that, for the Archard wear law, specifically for KAR, the wear volume is 
independent of geometry variation, thus its estimation is not affected the limitations of the model which 
does not include the geometry update. In the present case, such law is in agreement with the linearity of the 
experimental volume loss. Thus, in future models, a value of KAR= 2.22×10-6 mm3/(Nm) could be used and 
hopefully further verified by wear maps. 
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Appendix A: Contact analysis 
In the present study, the contact problem was solved by means the approximated formulas for the 
contact pressure and the contact area of metal-backed on plastic implants with ball-in-socket geometry 
proposed in (Bartel et al., 1985). Such formulas were obtained moving from equilibrium equations and 
geometrical observations. Indeed, considering the head being rigid, the cup deformed geometry is fully 
known. In particular, with the exception of edge-loading cases, the contact stress/strain conditions are 
symmetric with respect to the loading axis marked in red in Fig.A1. The following hypotheses are worth 
reminding 
1. The head is considered rigid with respect to the cup. 
2. The circumferential components of the cup elastic deformation are negligible with respect to the 
radial one. 
3. The derivatives of all elastic displacement components with respect to the circumferential 
directions are negligible. 
4. The direction normal to the contact is defined with respect to the undeformed configuration, i.e. 
passing through the cup centre. 
Thus, as the load is applied, it causes a radial displacement of the cup surface δ, which decreases with 
the angular distance θ from the loading axis and ranges from a maximum value Δ at θ=0°and a null value at 
the edge contact.  
The unknown contact variables, depending on the loading conditions, are: Δ(t), δ(Pc,t) and the contact 
pressure p(Pc, t), with Pc being a point of the cup surface. However, on the basis of the considerations above 
and omitting the time-dependence, they can be written as Δ, δ(θ) and p(θ).   
Such variables can be found solving numerically, at every instant t, the following equations system.  
1. The equilibrium equations written in spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) on the basis of hypotheses 2 and 3 
are combined to the generalized Hooke law for obtaining a single differential equation with only the 
radial displacement ur(r, θ, φ). Moreover, considering the symmetry of the problem, it results ur(r, θ). 
The latter is solved assuming as working conditions ur(rb, θ)=0, the metal backing being rigid compared 
to the plastic cup, and ur(rc, θ)=δ(θ). The radial stress at the internal cup surface, i.e. the contact 
pressure, is so obtained 
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2. The cosine law is applied to the triangle  ̆      , with  ̆  corresponding to the cup surface point    in the 
deformed configuration, and gives a 2° order equation in (rc+ ur(rc, θ)), whose solution leads to  
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It is worth noting that imposing δ(θmax)=0 , Eq.(A.2) provides  
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3. The equilibrium between the contact pressure and the load L at every instant t, is written according to 
hypothesis 9, i.e. considering the direction normal to the contact along   ̆    

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2
c   (A.4) 
It should be noted that, in the present study the elastic deformation is neglected in the kinematic 
analysis, thus approximating   ̆  to    
 
Appendix B: sliding velocity 
According to the well-known expressions of the differential kinematics of a rigid body, the absolute 
velocity of a generic cup point Pc/h  on the cup/head surface can be written as 
ccc
cc
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 vv  (B.1) 
hhh
hh
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 vv  (B.2) 
where ωc/h are the cup/head angular velocities. Note that the velocity of a point P, i.e.        , is written as 
   and all time-dependences are omitted per simplicity. As the head centre Oh is considered fixed, the 
relative velocity of the cup point Pc with respect to the head is given by 
chhccc
c
r POPO
O
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The cup sliding velocity   , is the component of the relative velocity lying in the plane tangent to the cup 
surface at Pc 
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Fig.1. Shoulder anatomy and rotator cuff tear (a). Reverse shoulder implant and model geometry (b). 
 
 
 
Fig.2. A sample test prosthesis. 
 
 
 
Fig.3. Experimental set up. 
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 Fig.4. Simulated working conditions. Application of rotations and load to the head and cup (a).  Time variation 
of rotation angles (b) and load (c) during a mug-to-mouth task (Kontaxis, 2010). Legend: FE: Flexion-
Extension; AA: Abduction-Adduction; IO: inward-outward rotation. 
 
 
 
 
Fig.5. Geometry of RTSA (a) and coordinate frames in the reference configuration with no loading and null 
rotations (b). 
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 Fig.6. Wear volume of the UHMWPE cups measured in experimental test: A linear increase with the 
number of cycles was observed. 
 
 
Fig.7. (a) Map of the contact pressure at the maximum load (250 N), on the cup surface in xc-yc plane [units of 
the xc-yc axes are in mm]. (b) Map of CS in xc-yc plane. [CS is dimensionless]. (c) Slide tracks of the point P1-4 of 
the cup, also shown in (b), over the head surface (in Sh). Note: The white line in (a) describes the border of the 
real humeral cup, that is not a complete hemisphere.  
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 Fig.8. The value/trends of different wear coefficient functions evaluated for RTSAs (k, blue curves) and 
comparison with the corresponding ones found in the literature ( ̂, red curves). 
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 Fig.9. a) Maps of the wear coefficients in xc-yc plane. [Values of KAR, kAR(CS) and kAR(CS,  ̅) are reported in 
10-6 mm3/(N m), while kPE(CS) is dimensionless but values should be multiplied by 10-9. Units of the xc-yc axes 
are in mm.] b) The maps for the AR wear coefficients in the same scale. c) View direction adopted for plotting 
the maps. As in Fig.7 the white line describes the border of the real cup. 
 
 
Fig.10. Wear maps of the plastic cup (in xc-yc plane) predicted assuming different wear laws (AR/PE) and 
different k functions. Maps are represented both on different scales, within its minimum and maximum value 
(a) and the same scale (b). As in Figs.7 and9 the white line describes the border of the real cup. 
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Fig.11 Surface analysis of new (left column) and worn (right column) cups by means of SEM. The worn surface 
shows evident wear tracks typical of abrasive wear.  
 
 
Fig.12 Surface analysis of new and worn cups by means of optical microscope showed typical circumferential 
ridges due to the manufacturing. In the worn case also many scratches can be observed. A small piece of graph 
paper (grid 1 mm) was included in the pictures for scaling purposes. 
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 Fig.A1. RTSA in contact configuration: the rigid head indents the elastic cup causing a maximum radial 
deflection of Δ along the loading axis. 
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